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Contingency, Immanence, and the Subject of Rhetoric considers rhetoric as the historical counterpoint of philosophical and religious discourses via
its correspondences with antique rabbinic exegetical practices and contemporary psychoanalytic insights into causation. Timothy Richardson takes up
the rabbinic position to demonstrate how traditional Greco-Christian rhetoric might be insufficient to account for what we now mean by rhetoric as a
discipline. He argues that rhetoric as an academic discipline is different from philosophy insofar as it takes as its
object the missing cause of performance, of writing, of inquiry itself inherent in the contingency of their status as
events. Rhetorical inquiry offers a mode of reading and writing that is premised upon (for Kenneth Burke) unspoken, often unspeakable motives and (for Jacques Lacan) impossible desire so that rhetorical analysis, in Lacan’s words,
“impl[ies] in the text what it itself neglected.” The result is a position from which all events (spoken, written, acted,
whatever) are present and contingent acts that resist narrative cohesion because they are founded on a necessary lack
in the subject. Contingency, Immanence, and the Subject of Rhetoric includes a Forward by David Metzger.
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in antique and contemporary rhetorics, psychoanalytic theory, media studies, and writing. He lives in Fort Worth, Texas
with his wife, fiction writer Laura Kopchick, and their two children, Harper and Ben.
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